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Barry joined the team in the summer 
of 2017 and his current role is in 
Fabrication, Safety and Maintenance. 
He has an electro-mechanical 
degree and  worked for the City of 
Beaver Dam for 23 years as the 
maintenance supervisor. Barry also 
worked at the Grafton Water Utility, 
where he took care of all the 
maintenance in the plant.

Brad Mentink, the Operations 
Manager at Energenecs, was looking 
for someone to help in the panel 
shop and Barry was hired four years 
ago, wiring up panels. There was a 
need for someone to take on some 
of the safety issues, so he also 
became the Safety Coordinator.

A Safety Coordinator deals with 
safety issues like con�ned spaces, 
lock out/tag out, fall protections and 
hazardous communication. These 
issues are mainly for the service 
team, who are out on the job. Barry is 
responsible for all of the safety 
training and gets them equipment if 
they need it. When asked about his 
job, Barry remarks

I really like working in the panel 
shop with the fabricators and the 
service team, doing the wiring. 
We are extremely particular with 
how we wire everything. It’s very 
precise and organized, which also 
makes it easier for the service 
team when they troubleshoot. I 
love working at Energenecs, 
great people, great company! 

For fun, Barry enjoys recreational 
boating on Fox Lake and Big Cedar 
Lake with his family. Read more at 
energenecs.com/ganske

2nd Energy E�cient HUBER Belt Dryer in 
Wisconsin to Reduce Sludge Volume

HUBER has many belt dryer installations in 
Europe and Asia, and they are gaining traction in 
the United States. In 2014, Energenecs sold the 
�rst HUBER belt dryer in Wisconsin at the 
Sheboygan Regional Wastewater Treatment 
Facility in Wisconsin. The second HUBER dryer is 
scheduled to be installed at the Isle La Plume 

wastewater treatment plant in 2023. They currently have a belt 
press and are hauling away sludge cake (13 MG annually) consisting 
of 77-80% water and 20-23% solids.The new energy e�cient dryer 
will get to about 90% solids. Read more at energenecs.com/dryer

Need Help with Your Wastewater Budget?
This is a reminder to start thinking about items 
that you want to budget for the upcoming year. 
Energenecs can help you evaluate your current 
water and wastewater equipment and provide 
you with budget cost numbers. Energenecs can 
also help you with making a water and 
wastewater wish and needs list, budgeting for 

water and wastewater parts, repairs and maintenance expenses, 
and o�er a service contract that can provide a �xed amount. 
Read more at energenecs.com/budget

Energenecs Uncovers Ransomware Attack 
Energenecs recently uncovered a ransomware 
attack at a wastewater treatment plant, who was 
running their SCADA system using Windows 7. 
This is just another reminder that the threat is real, 
still quite active, and local, not just an article in the 
news. Energenecs continues to strongly 
recommend using Windows 10 and scheduling an 

upgrade, rather than delay and risk being compromised. 
Energenecs can provide a quote, so you can get it into the budget, 
or better yet, run through as an emergency, which it truly is. 
Read more at energenecs.com/ransomware

Welcome Paula Pierron to the Team! 
Paula joined the Energenecs team this past spring 
in the Aftermarket Services (AMS) department. 
Paula is our customer’s point of contact for the 
AMS team. She oversees the service calendar and 
facilitates scheduling, con�rms appointments, 
orders and stages parts. Read about Paula’s past 
work as an EMT-Intermediate and her chickens 

and their beautiful eggs at energenecs.com/pierron
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